Prevailing social cognition models consider behavioural intentions as immediate precursors of actions. This view ignores the role of more proximal self-regulatory processes, such as action control. The latter emerges after an intention has been formed and is supposed to maintain the level of intentions over time and to translate them into action. Three facets of action control were examined in terms of their predictive power for changes in intentions and for physical exercise: (a) awareness of standards, (b) self-monitoring, and (c) self-regulatory effort. A parsimonious 6-item instrument was administered to 122 cardiac patients at six weekly measurement points in time following rehabilitation. A distinction was made between the level of action control and the degree of change in action control, applying a latent growth model. While awareness of standards remained stable, the other two facets exhibited a linear change over the six-week period. Level and change were distinct predictors of physical exercise and changes in intentions. These findings emphasize the importance of selfregulatory mechanisms in the first weeks of trying to overcome a sedentary lifestyle. Action control may be a promising construct to narrow the intention-behaviour gap.
Self-monitoring (Bandura, 1997; Kanfer & Karoly, 1972) is essential in action control as long as a behaviour has not become a habit. To control their behaviour, individuals must monitor their actions to evaluate whether they are on track and if further selfregulatory effort is needed. Self-monitoring brings up the input information about one's behaviour (e.g. '1 have not exercised for 5 days') to allow comparisons with one's standards. Therefore, lack of awareness in standards or lack in self-monitoring may lead to self-regulation failure (Baumeister et al., 1994) . For the purpose of this paper, the process of comparison (Ban dura & Cervone, 1983 ) is implied in awareness of standards and self-monitoring.
lf discrepancies between one's action and standards are detected, discrepancyreducing means must be applied (Bandura & Cervone, 1983) . Previously formed action plans, specifying where, when and how to act (Gollwitzer, 1999) or coping plans, specifying how to cope with barriers and difficulties (Sniehotta, Schwarzer, Scholz, & Schiiz, 2005) can provide such means. Nevertheless, even if precise responses are at hand, self-regulatory effort is required to adhere to one's intentions and plans and to administer action control.
Action control helps to maintain intentions that are difficult to implement (Kuhl & Goschke, 1994; Kuhl & Kazen-Saad, 1989) . It has been shown that individuals holding unstable intentions are less likely to act on their intentions (Bagozzi & Yi, 1989; Conner, Sheeran, Norman, & Armitage, 2000) . Maintaining intentions is a major process in action control (Kuhl & Fuhrmann, 1998) . There are at least two mechanisms by which action control contributes to the maintenance of intentions -a mnemonic one and a motivational one. Awareness of standards implies an active prospective memory of the specific intention to be acted upon (McDaniel & Einstein, 2000) , keeping it more salient than competing intentions that require less action control. Discrepancies between perceived behavioural control and the actual amount of control were found to weaken the intention-behaviour relationship (Sheeran et al., 2003) . The experience of failure and of a lack of accuracy in one's PBC might lead to a readjustment of beliefs and intentions. The experience of control, in turn, should facilitate the intention maintenance (Bandura, 1997; Carver & Scheier, 1998) .
Awareness of standards, self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort are conceptually distinct facets of action control. Self-regulation failures can occur in any of these processes (Baumeister et al., 1994) . The interplay of awareness of 'standards, selfmonitoring and self-regulatory effort can hardly be disentangled in applied settings and correlational designs. However, these three facets of action control may partly mediate the influence of other predictors, such as intentions, action planning and self-efficacy (Sniehotta, Scholz, & Schwarzer, 2005) .
Change in action control
After a behavioural intention is formed, action-controlling routines must be initiated, orchestrated and applied. Successful patterns are likely to be reinforced by the experience of control (Bandura & Cervone, 1983) . Temporary lapses in action control can activate ruminations that direct the attention away from the planned action and lead to a further loss of control (Baumeister et al., 1994; Kuhl & Goschke, 1994) . Many attempts for lifestyle change fail within the first weeks. The first weeks of an attempt to adopt a new behaviour may thus be characterized by changes in action control. These changes in action control might contribute to the prediction of behaviour.
In sum, there is compelling evidence that behavioural intentions are crucial for the self-regulation of behaviour. However, only if people maintain their intentions over time and actively control their ongoing behaviour will they attain their goals. Action control is assumed to facilitate intention maintenance and behaviour enactment. Action control can be understood as negative feedback control and characterized by three processes: self-monitoring, awareness of standards and regulatory effort in reducing discrepancies between standards and actual behaviour. It is assumed that levels and changes of these action control facets are predictive of behaviour and mediate the intention-behaviour relationship.
The present study
To test the predictive power of action control processes in the first weeks of an intended behaviour change, the present study investigates physical exercise in post-rehabilitation patients with coronary heart disease (CHD). Here, patients are usually highly motivated to engage in physical exercise. Since the training programme in the rehabilitation centre is externally controlled and scheduled by the health care providers, the best startingpoint for the study of self-regulation is on the day of discharge from the formal rehabilitation setting. After discharge, it is expected that the individual's amount and direction of change in action control is related to subsequent physical exercise and changes in behavioural intentions. It was hypothesized that initial levels and changes in action control facets will (a) be predictive of physical exercise over and above behavioural intentions and will mediate the effect of behavioural intentions on physical exercise, and that level and changes in action control will (b) be predictive of changes in behavioural intentions. To test these hypotheses, it is crucial to investigate whether the action control facets show longitudinal distinctiveness that allows for further analyses of longitudinal interrelations between them, and whether the three facets display a type of change that allows the notion of inter-individual differences in intra-individual change (latent growth model).
Method

Sample and procedure
Participants of the present study were 122 CHD in-patients with the medical recommendation for regular exercise. Their mean age was 59 years (SD = 9.4). The majority of participants (101 = 82.8%) were men. Participants completed an initial questionnaire within the rehabilitation (Time 1) and a follow-up questionnaire two months after discharge (Time 2). Additionally, they received six weekly questionnaires assessing action control.
Measures
Behavioural intentions were measured at Time 1 (ex = .82; M = 3.46; SD = .54) and Time 2 (ex = .86; M = 3.49; SD = .57; 6.6% missing data) by 6 items validated in a sample of cardiac rehabilitation patients . The stem 'I intend to ... ' was followed by six recommended activities, for example, ' ... be physically active regularly for a minimum of 30 minutes at least three times a week' or ' ... elevate my heart rate to the levels recommended in the rehab for at least 30 minutes three times a week' (4-point scale; stmngly disagree to strongly agree).
The criterion behaviour was physical exercise. To assess the strenuous exercise at Time 2, participants were asked in a first step to indicate how many sessions they practised, and how much time per session on average they engaged in (a) vigorous exercise (e.g. swimming), (b) fitness activities (e.g. gymnastics), (c) game sports, such as volleyball or tennis, (d) moderate exercise to train muscle strength and (e) other prescribed exercises. In a second step, they indicated how many of these activities equalled the strain of their exercise programme in the rehabilitation centre. This last information resulted in an average recommended strenuous exercise of 129.03 minutes with a standard deviation of 121.2 minutes. Eleven persons (9%) had missing values.
The three facets of action control were assessed in the weekly questionnaires using 2 items for each facet: awareness of standards, self-monitoring, and self-regulatory effort . All items were introduced by the stem 'during the last week, I have .. Table 1 .
Data analysis
Initial level and change in action control facets were supposed to predict physical exercise and changes in intentions. Before addressing this main hypothesis, two technical assumptions for the final analyses were tested. The first refers to the longitudinal factor structure of the three action control facets, and the second to the type of change within the action control facets.
Longitudinal factor structure of the action control facets
Awareness of standards, self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort are defined as facets of one over-arching action control construct. They are expected to be highly intercorrelated, but nevertheless separable. The distinctiveness of the three action control facets may be defined with respect to different time frames. From a trait perspective, relatively stable inter-individual differences may exhibit a three-factor structure, defined by the action control facets. From a state perspective, in contrast, individual's week-ta-week fluctuation in action control may reflect the same three-factor structure. Thus, both, a between-and a within-subjects level indicate whether it is useful to investigate stability and change for each facet separately.
Investigating the factor structure on both levels is a critical aspect of the present study. In order to investigate the longitudinal factor structure of the action control measures on a between-and a within-person level, multi-level confirmatory factor analytic models (MCFA; Hox, 2002) were fitted to the data. Longitudinal data reflect a multi-level structure because measurement occasions are nested within individuals. The solutions determined for the different levels indicate the dimensionality of stable interindividual differences and week-ta-week fluctuations in action control, respectively. It was expected that the measures of action control exhibit a three-dimensional structure on both the between-and within-individual level, representing awareness of standards, self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort.
Type of change in the facets of action control In order to test initial level and change of action control facets for their predictive power, it had to be checked whether the data were suitable for such an analysis. That is, it has been investigated whether individuals' change in action control followed a pattern that allows the notion of inter-individual differences in the amount of intra-individual change. To do so, it is essential that individuals display the same type of change across occasions (e.g. linear). LGM's model longitudinal data is influenced by two latent sources, level and change, and it offers a sound basis for this research. LOM and MSM are two technical alternatives that are tested against LGM to provide a strict test for the use of LGM. Figure I summarizes path diagrams of all three models of stability and change, respectively. In
LGMs (see Fig. la ), the variable Y t , which is measured at different occasions, is influenced by two latent sources (level and slope). Inter-individual differences in the initial value are represented by the level factor. Initial values are described by their variance (ljIo) and their mean (ao). The second factor represents the change of the variable Yt. The factor loadings of the slope factor express the shape of change, which is linear in the example in Fig. la . Inter-individual differences in the amount of change are expressed by the variance IjIl of the slope-factor. The aggregated group change is captured by the mean (al) of the latent change factor. Model lA thus assumes that the shape of change is invariant across subjects.
The path diagram in Fig. Ib describes a model of stability, the LOM. The repeatedly measured variables Y t are equally influenced by one latent source (level) as indicated by the time-invariant factor loadings. Inter-individual differences on the variable Y are assumed to be stable across the observed time span. Inter-individual differences in true scores are expressed by the variance of the latent variable (ljIo). Because of the stability of scores, Model IB assumes that the means of the variables do not differ across occasions. Only one parameter accounts for the observed means (ao) . Associations between the latent variable (level) of Model IB with other variables reflect relations with a stable attribute.
Notions of inter-individual differences in intra-individual change are not useful within a MSM (Fig. Ic) . Relations between subsequent measurements of one variable are expressed by the regression coefficients I3t,t-l, which can be interpreted as stability parameters. Individual change is summarized by time-specific (residual) variances IjIt. In contrast to Model lA, Model le thus does not summarize an individuals' overall change, because the amount of residual change is assumed to vary across occasions (that is, the time-specific variances IjIt are uncorrelated). Because a simplex model does not assume the existence of a change function that holds true for all individuals in a sample, it is not possible to define inter-individual differences in change within this model. 1 The LOM and LGM offer a sound basis for the investigation of inter-individual differences in a stable attribute or a variable changing in a linear fashion, respectively. Therefore, a series of models were fitted separately to the weekly measured action control facets. For each subscale, the best fitting model was selected. The longitudinal models were specified in accordance with the specification provided in Fig. 1 , with only one exception; namely, that the residual variances of the observed variables in the LOM and LGM were constrained to be equal across time. 
Predictive power of the action control facets
Finally, the predictive power of levels and change in action control facets for physical exercise and changes in intentions were tested by hierarchical regression analyses. In order to avoid effects of collinearity, principal component analysis was used beforehand to estimate orthogonal person-specific component scores.
Missing data and variable distributions
Most longitudinal studies face the problem of missing data. Complete deletion of persons with missing values has been shown to negatively influence the validity of results unless data are missiilg completely at random. Therefore, misSing estimation procedures are preferred over listwise deletion of cases (Iltde & Rubin, 1987) . In the present study, the problem of missing values was resolved by using direct maximumlikelihood estimation methods in the structural equation modelling approach. All other analyses were conducted after the imputation of missing values with the expectation maximization procedure (Enders, 2001 ). All structural equation models (SEM; e.g. Bollen, 1989) were fitted with the programme Mplus 3 (Muthen & Muthen, 1998 . Model fit was assessed by the X 2 statistic, the Tucker-Lewis Index (TU), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). In the presence of non-normally distributed data, fit indices and standard errors of the model parameters are biased under the usually employed maximum-likelihood estimation procedure. Because the longitudinal measures deviate from a normal distribution, all subsequent structural equation models were fitted by means of a maximum-likelihood estimator that is robust against violations of the normal distribution. Furthermore, the robust maximumlikelihood estimator employed (MLR; Yuan & Bender, 2000) is also capable of handling the missing data problem. MLR provides direct estimates of model parameters that are based on all available data points.
Results
Stability and variability of the three action control facets
Five multi-level confirmatory factor analytic models with a different number of factors on the between-and within-person level were fitted to the longitudinal data. Fit statistics for these models are given in Table 2 .
A model that assumes a one-dimensional structure at both levels (Model 1) did not fit the data. The second model, assuming a three-factor structure at the within level and one-factor at the between level provided a better fit as compared with the first model (~X~ = 41.94, P < .01).2 A model specifying a three-dimensional structure at the between level and a one-factor at the within level (Model 3; ~X~ = 56.80, P < .01)
showed an improved fit. Model 4, specifying a three-factor structure at both levels The lowest ratio of variance terms was determin~d for the awareness of standards (WBV = .48), indicating that this facet is mainly dominated by a stable component of inter-individual differences. Higher relative week-to-week variation was found for selfregulatory effort (WBV = .65) and for self-monitoring (WBV = .85). The facet selfmonitoring, thus, exhibits roughly the same amount of stable inter-individual differences as compared with the amount of week-ta-week fluctuation. MCFA indicated that the three facets were highly intercorrelated at the between-as well as at the within-person level. Self-regulatory effort and self-monitoring exhibited the highest correlations at both levels of analysis (between: r = .94, P < .01; within: r = .88,p < .01), indicating a strong overlap between these two facets. Taken together, the MCFA analyses corroborated the expected three-factor structure of action control. However, as indicated by the high construct correlations at both levels of analysis, the facets self-regulatory effort and self-monitoring seem to be somewhat redundant. These facets could thus be aggregated into a single score without major loss of information. However, an aggregation of scale scores may be problematic, because the measures differed in their time-specific components, as indicated by their different WBVs. Therefore, the change of both facets was investigated once more subsequently.
Type of change in the action control facets The within-individual variability terms in the MCFA models cannot resolve the questions about the type of change and inter-individual differences in the amount of individual change. Different longitudinal models were fitted to the data in order to investigate the type of change in the action control facets across the six-week period. The suitability of a LOM, a LGM with a linear change function, and a MSM was scrutinized. Awareness of standards consists mainly of a stable variance component, as can be seen in Table 3 . The LOM fits the longitudinal data very well, and the fit cannot be improved by adding a linear change component in the LGM (6.X~ = 2.83, P > .25).
Thus, stability seems to be a reasonable assumption for this scale. Additionally, a MSM failed to fit the data better. 3 The finding that awareness of standards is dominated by a stable component is in accordance with the findings based on the MCFA.
The fit indices for self-monitoring indicated a linear change component. The inclusion of a linear change factor in the LGM Significantly improved the model fit As can be seen in Table 4 , all action control facets exhibit comparable initial values. The facets that entail a change component (self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort) exhibit a non-significant mean change, indicating that the sample. did not show a systematic mean change over time. However, as indicated by the significant variance of the linear components, individuals differ in their amount of linear increases and decreases on the self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort scales, respectively. For these measures, however, positive and negative directions of change compensate each other. Taken together, the findings based on the longitudinal models were in accordance with those provided by the MCFAs. The constructs with the highest intra-individual variance in the MCFAs demonstrated the highest variance in the linear change components in the LGM models.
In sum, the analyses of the longitudinal properties of the action control facets offered the possibility of further investigating the predictive power of inter-individual differences in the initial levels of the action control facets as well as in intra-individual changes in self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort for changes in intentions and physical exercise. In the case of the scale awareness of standards, only the level can be analysed.
Relations between stability and change in the action control facets
Sample size did not allow the estimation of multivariate linear growth models employing SEM. Therefore, a 2-stage approach was chosen to analyse the relation between the stable and dynamic components of the different variables. The 2-stage strategy involved a regression-based estimation of individuals' values on initial level and amount of linear change in the first place. Second, the derived individual estimates were related to one another as well as to different outcomes.
The SEM analyses had revealed that awareness of standards could best be described as stable. Thus, in the subsequent analyses, the six weekly scores of this scale were averaged. For self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort, the individuals' amount of linear change was estimated by a simple regression procedure. The individuals' scores on the repeatedly measured variables were regressed separately on a linear time contrast [0.2 .4 .6 .8 1]. Regression models were thus fitted for each person separately. A person's regression intercept represented her or his initial value, while the person-specific regression slope represented a measure of her or his amount of linear change. The correlations of the estimated components are presented in Table 5 . [2] .32** I Self-regulatory effort [3] .57** .64** L Self-monitoring [4] .23* .61** -.29** I L Self-regulatory effort [5] .14 -.28** -.49** .68** Note: *P < .05; **P < .0 I.
The overall measure of awareness of standards correlated positively with the initial values of the other subscales and also correlated with their linear change components. The change in self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort seemed to develop in a parallel fashion. Their initial values were correlated substantially (r = .64, P < .01), as well as their linear change components (r = .68, P < .01). The pronounced correlations between the initial values and change components of both facets agree with the previous findings, based on the MCFA models. However, the correlations reported here are likely to be underestimated because of the method of estimating the initial values and linear change components. The high correlations between the initial values and the change in the self-regulatory effort and self-monitoring facets as well as the high correlations determined by the MCFA suggest an aggregation of the initial values and change components, respectively, of these two facets.
A principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation of the initial values and change-scores of the self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort scales was conducted to estimate person-specific component scores. It suggested the extraction of two components (83.2% explained variance) that can clearly be interpreted as an initial level factor (42% explained variance) and as a change factor (41.2% explained variance). Both factors were characterized by substantial positive primary loadings (> .86) and by minor negative secondary loadings (-.17 to -.28). The results of this PCA allowed estimating individual component scores for the initial level component and for the linear change component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort together. These scores were used in subsequent regression analyses. The use of these scores ci~cumvents problems associated with suppression effects in multiple regressions. Furthermore, the component scores are more reliable as compared with the raw scores.
Predictive power of the action control facets
Two hierarchical regression analyses were performed to predict Time 2 intentions and Time 2 recommended strenuous exercise, respectively. The first analysis addressed the question of whether the action control facets predict changes in behavioural intentions. In the first step, behavioural intentions at Time 1 were entered. In the second step, the person-specific initial values for awareness of standards and the level component of selfmOnitoring and self-regulatory effort were entered into the equation. In the third step, the linear change component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort were added to the prediction model to test whether the change contributed to the prediction over and above the level scores.
Behavioural intentions exhibited high retest stability ((3 = 0.57,p < .01). However, the level components in Step 2 improved the prediction (D.R 2 = .13, P < .01). The inclusion of the action-control level variables reduced the effect of behavioural intentions at Time 1. Since intentions at Time 1 were significantly related to the level component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort (r = .38, P < .01) and to the awareness of standards (r = .39, P < .01), the effect of intentions at Time 1 on intentions at Time 2 was partly mediated by the initial levels of action control. Entering the change component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort in the third step did not change the effect of Time 1 behavioural intentions. Sobel tests for the indirect effects based on the final model confirmed that only the level component of selfmonitoring and awareness of standards mediated the relationship between intentions at Time 1 and Time 2 (ZSobel = 3.05, P < .01), whereas awareness of standards and the change component did not. However, the change component further improved the prediction of Time 2 behavioural intentions (b.R 2 = .05, P < .01). Both component scores, initial level and linear change, were significantly related to Time 2 behavioural intentions. In sum, they accounted for more variance in intentions two months after discharge than the baseline-measure of intentions (see Table 6 ).
The second hierarchical regression analysis was performed with recommended strenuous exercise as the dependent variable. Here, the same order of steps was applied, and in the last step, behavioural intentions at Time 2 were entered to the regression equation. 4 The first step revealed that Time 1 behavioural intentions exerted a small direct effect ((3 = 0.19, P < .05) on recommended strenuous exercise. In the second step, the level components of the action control facets were entered and added significantly to the prediction of exercise (b.R 2 = .07,p < .01). After including the level variables of action control, the effect of Time 1 intentions was no longer significant. Furthermore, only the level component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort was a significant predictor, whereas awareness of standards was not significant. In the third step, the change component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort further
Interactions among action control components as well as interactions between intentions and action control components in
predicting intentions and behaviour were tested. None of these interactions was significant. Step I
Step 2 Step 3 Step I
Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Intention (Time I Note: Initial level: principal component defined by the initial level of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort; linear change: principal component defined by the linear change of self-monitoring and selfregulatory effort.
*P < .05; **P < .0 I.
enhanced the predictive power (;),R2 = .08,p < .01). Sobel tests for the indirect effects indicated that the intention-behaviour relationship was mediated by the initial level of self-monitoring and regulatory effort (ZSobel = 2.53, P = .01) and not by the change component or by awareness of standards. Finally, the inclusion of intentions at Time 2, which was assessed simultaneously to the behavioural outcome, did not change the pattern of findings, although the bivariate correlation between intentions at Time 2 and recommended strenuous exercise at Time 2 was significant (r = .34, P < .01).
In sum, the scores of the level and the linear change component of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort were the only significant predictors of recommended strenuous exercise two months after discharge. The effect of Time 1 intentions was mediated by the level component of the action control facets self-monitoring and selfregulatory effort. Intentions measured at Time 2 could not add any prediction of variance in recommended strenuous exercise over and above the effects of the different components of the action-control facets.
Discussion
The present study has examined the longitudinal relationships and predictive power of levels and change in three facets of action control: self-monitoring, awareness of standards and self-regulatory effort over six weeks. The longitudinal factor structure of the six action control items was tested first, confirming three dimensions of action control. TIlis analysis confirmed that it is sensible to distinguish between the three facets because they differed in both the differences between subjects as well as their week-toweek fluctuation within subjects. This implies that inter-individual and intra-individual differences are best accounted for by the three factors self-monitoring, awareness of standards and self-regulatory effort.
Two of these dimensions, self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort, changed over time in a linear fashion. Thus, people seem to differ in their absolute level of action control as well as in their amount of change within the first 6 weeks after discharge from rehabilitation. In contrast to self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort, the third facet, awareness of standards, was characterized by stability. Over 6 weeks, individuals maintained stable levels of awareness of standards. This stability might be due to the rehabilitation treatment in which the standards were defined and trained. However, implementing the physical exercise intention into action requires self-monitoring and effort that had not constituted therapy goals of the traditional rehabilitation treatment.
These initial findings provided a sound basis for the subsequent analysis of initial level and change of action control facets in terms of their predictive power for intention and physical exercise changes. Based on the multivariate analyses, the component scores for level and change of self-monitoring and effort as well as the mean of aWareness of standards served as predictors in regression analyses. For these final analyses, individual estimates for initial level and change in self-monitoring and selfregulatory effort derived from the two LGMs were combined because these individual scores were highly interrelated.
Level and change in action control predicted changes in behavioural intentions within the first 2 months after discharge. The level component of self-monitoring and regulatory effort mediated the relationship between intentions at Time 1 and Time 2. The action control measures substantially improved the prediction in Time 2 intention over and above the baseline measure. These findings contribute to the discussion of intention stability as a proxy of volitional processes (Bagozzi & Yi, 1989; Conner et al., 2000) . Changes in intentions can be attributed to both lower levels of and a decline in action control. Studying action control allows a better understanding of intention stability and contributes to the identification of particular mechanisms underlying instability in intentions.
Regression analyses showed that both levels and changes of action control were predictive for physical exercise and that the influence of intentions at baseline is fully mediated by the initial level of self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort. This is in line with previous findings . Even the follow-up measure of behavioural intentions, which was assessed about 3 weeks after the last weekly questionnaire and at the same point in time as the physical exercise outcome, did not contribute to the prediction over and above action control. This underlines the central role of action control in the self-regulation of behaviour .
. Awareness of standards did not contribute to any of these regressions. This does not necessarily imply that this variable has no predictive power at all. It is Significantly correlated with the outcomes (r = .50, P < .01 with intentions at Time 2, r = .34, P < .01 with exercise at Time 2). The other measures may have outperformed it because essentially they entail the same information (see Table 5 ). Standards seem to be indispensable in action control. Given the high mean value in the present study, individual differences may have been underestimated. The weekly questionnaires may have contributed. to relatively high levels of awareness of standards in the sample. Furthermore, it was not the aim of the analyses to test the facets against each other. The regression analyses pursued mainly the goal to determine whether changes in action control were related to subsequent outcomes, and this was strongly supported by the data.
The idea of feedback control implies that the action control facets cannot operate independently. Rather, they should be regarded as components of one functional process. Our analyses revealed support for the assumed factor structure, but at the same time, the findings indicated substantial interrelations between the three factors. Depending on the research question, it thus seems reasonable to use either an aggregate score or separate measures for the action control facets, respectively. Within studies in which the action-control construct is applied only at one point in time, it would be preferable to use an aggregate score, while studies that aim at the investigation of longitudinal dynamics in action control should rather rely on facet scores as was done here.
Participants in this study had high overall levels in awareness of standards, selfmonitoring and self.regulatory effort. This could be partly the result of participating in the study and receiving weekly questionnaires and partly the result of the rehabilitation treatment they had undergone. Higher levels in all three facets of action control corresponded pOSitively with changes in intentions. Individuals with high action control maintained or even increased their behavioural intention levels, which were already high in this particular sample of cardiac patients. It can be assumed that awareness of standards and the ongoing effort in monitoring and control have reinforced the intentions. Likewise, high levels in action control lead to higher levels in recommended physical exercise. Given the high intentions to do so, action control enabled participants to act on their intentions. The facilitating role of negative feedback in intended behaviour change has been addressed by several authors (Baumeister et al., 1994; Carver & Scheier, 1998) . This study provides empirical evidence in a unique natural setting where failures of self-regulatory attempts can have life-threatening consequences.
Changes in self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort appeared to be linear. While changes in both components are negatively correlated with their initial values, changes in self-monitoring are pOSitively associated with awareness of standards. Changes in action control cognitions reflect the experience of improvement or worsening in control administered, and this may include possible lapses in the course of behaviour change (Baumeister et al., 1994) . Consequently, individuals who experience a decline are more likely to lower their intentions or fail to act on them.
The action control items are formulated in correspondence to the behavioural outcome and tailored to the time lags under study. This measure differs from trait measures of self-regulation and action control (e.g. Kuhl & Fuhrmann, 1998; Orbell, 2003) . A trait perspective of action control processes is well in line with theory and previous findings (e.g. Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989; Orbell, 2003; Schroder & Schwarzer, 2004) . However, the present study provides evidence that changes in behaviour-specific action control can account for behaviour change, especially in early stages. Trait measures of volition, however, may correspond to broader outcomes and may be less applicable if particular outcomes, such as physical exercise, are examined. The principle of correspondence between behavioural intentions and behavioural measures (Ajzen, 1991; Courneya, 1994) can easily be extended and applied to volitional measures of negative feedback control. Instead of time-and contentunspecific measures, the action control facets of awareness of standards, self-monitoring and self-regulatory effort can be assessed in correspondence to the target behaviour, its context and the timeline. In a study on long-term changes in physical exercise after rehabilitation, a specific measure of action control was shown to mediate fully the influence of behavioural intentions and to mediate partly the influence of other more distal volitional measures, such as action planning and volitional self-efficacy . Thus, there is good reason to amplify existing measures by the present one.
Some results must be interpreted with caution, however. Firstly, the sample analysed is relatively small, and the statistical power for detecting a significant change variance may be reduced. The analytic procedures used in this research account for this by using conservative methods and by carefully exploring the assumptions for the final analyses. Secondly, the data represent only a relatively short time span following the core idea of this research; namely, that these specific 6 weeks may be the crucial ones. Future research may also incorporate longer time intervals to investigate whether change factors, present in the first weeks, differ from those at later time periods. Thirdly, the measure of behavioural intentions used in this study covers a slightly broader range of behaviour recommended to cardiac patients than the outcome measure (,recommended strenuous exercise'). This measure has been validated in previous research (Sniehotta et al., in press ). Although the 6 items composing the intentions scale are homogeneous (ex = .82), the lack of correspondence might have led to an underestimation of the effect of intentions, which is a limitation of this study. The effect of intentions on behaviour is indeed lower than those in previous meta-analyses (e.g. Armitage & Conner, 2001 ). The particular intention-physical exercise relationship in cardiac patients, however, is a weak one, as documented by other studies (Johnston, Johnston, Pollard, Kinmonth, & Mant, 2004) . The findings that levels and change in action control facets were highly predictive of both physical exercise and changes in intentions indicate that is the level of correspondence between the measures was sufficient to study their interrelations over time. However, future research is needed to confirm whether action control fully mediates the effect of intentions on behaviour when intentions are assessed in strict correspondence to the behavioural outcome measure.
An unresolved issue in the present study is the concurrent validity of action control compared with other established constructs in health behaviour change, such as PBC (Ajzen, 1991) or perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997) . Both PBC and self-efficacy are prospective cognitions about control that are likely to be related to action control. The aim of the present study was to introduce the three facets of action control, awareness of standards, self-monitoring and regulatory effort and to examine whether they predict changes in behaviour and intentions. Subsequent studies should address the validity of the action control facets in comparison to PBC and self-efficacy.
This study has shed more light on the self-regulatory mechanisms that may operate after a behavioural intention has been formed. Three facets of action control have proven useful to establish more proximal antecedents of behaviour change as compared with the common prediction models that focus mainly on intentions. The action control construct, measured in the suggested three-dimensional manner, may augment the existing social cognition models to overcome the intention-behaviour gap. Based on this theoretical conception, behaviour change interventions can be formulated and the effects of these interventions can be mediated using the measure introduced in this research (Sniehotta, Scholz, Schwarzer, Fuhrmann, Kiwus & Voller, 2005) 
